Spend less time annoyed and more time imaging.
And enjoy the now included Gaia Star Catalog.

Have you ever blown an entire evening trying to get one or more of your imaging devices to work? If you have, you're not alone.

Our new imaging edition of TheSky™ can help you become more productive by letting you control all your imaging devices with a single amazing software application, and from one very reliable software developer.

TheSky Imaging edition provides world class 64-bit device control, including cameras, mounts, focusers, filter wheels, autoguiders, and rotators, all right out of the box.

You'll enjoy lightning-fast renderings of the sky with amazing detail based on your preferences. Point to your object and start imaging.

With its integrated TPoint™ telescope modeling, you'll spend less time hunting and more time imaging. You can now polar align your telescope without needing any pole stars, which is great when relatively small patches of sky are visible.

TPoint also detects and compensates for any flexure in your telescope. And its extreme pointing accuracy is legendary — and unrivaled.

Available for Windows, macOS, and Linux, you can migrate operating systems without losing TheSky's familiar look and feel.¹

If you already own TheSky software, you might be eligible for a discount with a current subscription.²

Spend more time imaging with TheSky Imaging edition.

¹ Access all OS versions with our $149 Multi-OS and Six-License Module.
² Upgrade accommodations vary, please visit Bisque.com for details.